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+14082461744,+14083202411 - http://www.jardintequilabar.com/

The Menu of El Jardin Tequila and Tequila Bar from San Andreas contains about 4 different menus and drinks.
On average, you pay for a dish / drink about $8.8. What User likes about El Jardin Tequila and Tequila Bar:

Ordering the best things here is Nachos with Veggies. The portion size is really good! Order some of the drinks in
the house that are also good. We ordered more things, but the best I recommend are nachos and drinks. read

more. What Орбай Doe doesn't like about El Jardin Tequila and Tequila Bar:
Love the vibe of this place. Tons of outdoor seating, live (at times too loud) singing. The drinks were a toned

down with ton of water. Meaty nachos was HUGE, easily shareable with 3-4 people. Chicken Tacos tomatoes
rice was decent enough. Didn?t like the chipped plates, no so clean Water glasses the super annoying birthday
celebrations specially with those horribly noisy instruments. read more. A visit to El Jardin Tequila and Tequila

Bar becomes even more rewarding due to the large range of coffee and tea specialties, Especially, many visitors
are looking forward to the diverse, fine Mexican cuisine. In addition to small snacks, sweet pieces and cakes, we
also serve cold and hot drinks, It's possible to chill out at the bar with a freshly tapped beer or other alcoholic

and non-alcoholic drinks.
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Salad�
TACOS

No� alcoholi� drink�
WATER

Mai� course�
NACHOS

Starter� & Salad�
FRIES

Sauce�
GUACAMOLE

Baj� Tac�
CARNITAS TACO $4.0

Drink�
DRINKS

Tac�
CARNE ASADA TACO $4.0

CHICKEN TACOS

Popular Item�
NACHOS DE JARDIN $11.0

ASADA MILANESA TORTA $16.0

Ingredient� Use�
MEAT

BEEF

CHICKEN

TOMATOES

TRAVEL
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